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ABSTRACT

Each domain in the social sciences addresses social iss;nes and phenomena &dm

its own set oftheories and assumptions. The increase in white adolescent racism over

past two decades,particularly the skinhead movement,has typically been tackled
from socio-criminological perspectives. In light ofnew theories concerning White

Identity Developmentin the post civil-rights era,an integrative assessmentfrom the
psychological view as well as the e.xisting theories concerning delinquency in sociology
is presented. A briefhistory is given as well as some recent,detailed,first hand accounts
ofskinhead activity in the 1990s. A qualitative body ofinformation was gathered from
ten present or former skinheads,and compared with the existing body ofknowledge to

increase the information available and provide more details on the factors contributing to
this behavior.

The thesis posited here asserts that one domain ofstudy is inadequate to

successfully address the complexity ofissues present with the adolescent racist ;
movement. Saciological theories typically credit the social structure for criminal
behavior. Psychological theories tend to investigate deviance from an individual

perspective. Bronfenbrenner's(1994)ecological model ofhuman development,along
with White Rscial Identity theories are synthesized with existing sociological theories of
deviance and subcultures to present an integrated perspective. Evidence is presented that

indicates that l acism is a productofhuman development contributed to by many factors
including social structure,family,education,age and gender.Further research is

proposed in ths areas ofintegrative studies that consolidate and synthesize both social
and psychological theories to addressthe phenomenon.
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mXRODUCTION

On November 10,1997,the White House sponsored a day-long conference on

hate crimes,with President Clinton and Janet Reno heading the discussion. When all
was said and done that day,the greatest consensus was on two issues; hate crimes are

disproportionately committed by people under the age of21,and education and
intervention at the grade school and secondary school level were advisable(Day Long
conference on Hate Crimes). The issue ofracism is normally tackled from a criminal or

sociological perspective,as they were at this conference. However,in recent years some
research has been done on race and racism from a psychological perspective, mainly in

the area ofdevelopment,and particulary from the perspective ofidentity formation.

Perhaps the biggest question that needs to be answered in regards to hate crime is
"Who?" Who are these people and what is their agenda? Why are the reports dealing
with a disproportionately young and adolescent population who are committing these
crimes? Is a"skinhead"teenager really the vicious animal he is portrayed to be? A

belligerent, hate filled,"mini-Nazi" may make an unsympathetic victim,but are they
indeed victims? These are not easy questions,and therefore will have no easy answers.

Like all issues dealing with the individuals who make up the greater society and its

impact on the functioning ofthat society,answers are multi-faceted and interdisciplinary.
While each discipline in the social sciences has its domain assumptions,none
can accurately or exhaustively answer such complex questions. It is my contention that

the problem ofadolescent racism needs to be explored on micro as well as macro levels.
Urie Brortfenbreimer(1994),a noted developmental psychologist,has devised a model
1

for human development that crosses domains in the social sciences. The ecological

model(Figure 1)ofhuman developmenttakes all systems,micro and macro,into
consideration to explain and describe the processes involved in the maturation process of
human beings. Bronfenbrenner contends that the environment,consisting offive

systems; the microsystem,mesosystem,exosystem, macrosystem,and chronosystem,is
responsible for constructing the sociocultural medium each individual will mature and
develop within(1643).

Ecological theory holds that the microsystem is the setting in which the
individual,consisting ofsex,age,health etc.,lives. It includes parents,peers,teachers,

church groups,health services and neighborhood play groups. The mesosytem consists
ofthe relationships between the factors in the microsystem. The family's relationship to
school,the school to church,the school and family to peers,etc. are examples of

mesosytem functioning. The exosystem involves social settings that may not necessarily
directly or actively interact with the individual. The exosystem encompasses the media,
the workplace ofthe parents,extended family,social services and neighbors and fiiends
offamily members. The macrosystem in Bronfenbrenner's model involves the culture,

including attitudes and ideologies that the person develops in. And finally,the

chronosystem involves the sociohistorical context as well as the patterns of
environmental circumstances over the life course ofthe individual(Bronfenbreimer,

1994,p.1644-45).

According to the ecological theory proposed by Bronfenbrenner,the macro
influences ofthe social structure(macrosystem)are no more or less responsible for who

we are as humans as are the micro-environmentoffamily,school and community

(microsysteln). Indeed the very color a human is bom with affects his\her overall
development. Theories in cross-cultural psychology,from a developmental perspective,
offer some insights into racial identity development(macrosystem). In the era ofpost

civil rights c hanges in the structure ofU.S.society, white racial identity development
has become a topic ofresearch(chronosystem). White people have traditionally been the
"default"subject by which Western psycholo©'has been researched. But is it possible,

in the era ofaffirmative action and post civil rights legislature,that white identity can no,

longer be taken for granted(chronosystem\macrosystem)? Could some ofthe more
virulent tenc encies ofwhite youth be the result ofthe changing social structure^

where

being white no longer guarantees superiority and dominance?

By taking all influences into consideration,one can begin to view the emerging
youth as the product ofthe medium,whether it be culture,race,history,socio-economic
status,family dynamics or education,from which he\she springs forth. Whatfollows is

an attemptto integrate and synthesize the current available literature within the context
ofthe ecological model proposed by Bronfenbrenner,with some first hand accounts of

the phenomenon ofyouthful white racists,commonly known as skinheads. Theories will
be explored thatrelate to the phenomenon from the sociological,criminological and

psychological perspectives. I hypothesize that more Aanjust integrating theories within
one domain is required to thoroughly explore this disturbing subculture. Integration of
socio-criminological theories ofjuvenile delinquency with psychological theories of
white identity formation from a developmental perspective are required to adequately

addressthe phenomenon.
Literature Review
History
Duringthe

I980's in America as well as some other European countries,the

distasteful a:nd disturbing images ofskinheads were introduced to the world

via mass

media Shaven head youth,saluting Adolph Hitler and espousing Nazi rhetoric filled our

homes through the TV set,and the question posed by most was"why?". Why would

anyone idolize someone who presided over the slaughter ofmillions? Why would some
white adolescents choose a lifestyle and hero that was offensive to most ofthe world,and

participate in a movementthat promoted violence as a way oflife?
Bias related crime,commonly referred to as hate crime,seemed to be increasing
in the 1980's 1990 saw the enactment ofthe Federal Hate Crime Statistics Act which

records hate crimes based on prejudice relating to race,religion,sexual orientation,and

ethnicity. The crimes involved are murder,non-negligent manslaughter,forcible rape,

aggravated assault,simple assault or intimidation,and property crimes such as arson,
and vandalism(Martin,1996,p.457). These events came after a decade thatsaw the

emergence o;'skinheads and other militant racist groups as well as militia groups. Data

compiled by watchdog groups such as the Anti-defamation League,the Southern Poverty
Law Center, he National Institute AgainstPrejudice and Violence and the National Gay
and Lesbian Task Force recorded thousands ofincidents ofbias related crimes in the

1980's,as well as compiling profiles ofracist and hate motivated organizations
(Bensinger, 1992 p. 116).

Whjile many organizations such as the Ku Klux Klan can claim some youthful
members, usuallyfinjn tiie sou^^d brou^upin operd^
ofskinheads is relatively new.

the phenomenon

Klanwatch,an annual report ofhate crimes wrote in

1988;

the emergence ofskinhead gangs represents a unique and frightening
phenomenoninthehistory ofwhite supremacy in America;for the first
time a nationwide racist movement is being initiated by teenagers who are
not confined to any single geographic region or connected by any national
network,but whose gangs sprang up spontaneously in cities throughout
the country (Moore 1993,p.5).
Whi e the skinheads are a recent phenomenon,

white adolescent hate crime is not

new. Maxwell and Maxwell(1995)describe numerous incidents in the United States

involving w rite adolescent racism. For example,in 1951,Cicero,Illinois,young people

ranging from age 12through late teens were observed participating in riots that were
precipitated by the integration ofa neighborhood by several black families. The youth
were reported to be clean cut residents ofthe area,and law enforcement evidently did
nothing to discourage their actions(19). Homosexuals were the targetin the 1930s,
where bands ofteenage boys would hunt down and assault homosexualsin New York

City. Again,the existing authority did not discourage this behavior,rather,the boys felt

sanctioned by the anti-gay sentimentin the community(19).
OnChristmas day in 1959,asynogogue in Cologne Germany was vandalized

Following this incident,2,500incidents ofanti-Semitic vandalism were reported from
around the world. By March of1960,236 U.S. cities had reported vandalism involving

swastikas and anti-Jewish slogans. Maxwell and Maxwell(1995)relate the research of

M.Deutch in 1962,who studied the incidents. The startling fact concerning these

incidents was the identity ofthe perpetrators: white adolescents between the ages of9
and 21,mostly Catholic and Protestants,from working class families. When further
analysis was done on the participants,two groups ofyouths emerged.
The first were the younger group, who were characterized by having no history of

delinquency,and who were basicallyjust playing,claiming no understanding of
swastikas or having any true racist feelings(20-21). The second group however

presented quite differently. They were the older adolescent group,displaying obvious
hostility toward minority groups. They had unstable personalities, with backgrounds in
delinquency. Most had no father,were on the low end ofthe socio-economic scale and
exhibited sadistic and inferior tendencies. Forty percent ofthese youth were associated
with neo-Nazi gangs,and had strong anti-Semitic tendencies(22).

Today's neo-Nazi skinhead youth finds his origins in post WWIIEngland. The
apparent precursor to skinheads were the Teddy Boys ofthe early 1950s. Teddy Boys,
according to Jack B. Moore(1993)a noted authority on skinhead youth culture, were

primarily working class youth who idolized American rock and roll and had a unique

style ofdress reminiscentofthe aristocratic early 20"'century. In contrastto the
prosperity thatfollowed WWIIin the U.S.,England wasrebuildingfrom a devastating
war that depleted many resources. The youth became hostile and alienated,and strove
for a different identity than that oftheir elders. The Teddy Boys were the first obvious

youth subculture that made its mark"with defiance,anger or gestmes ofseparation..
.(rebelling)not so much against adults butthe little that was offered in the fifties;the

cafe,the desolate town,the popculture ofthe dance halls"(22).

While the immediate preoccupation ofthe Teddy Boys was rock and roll and

youthful rebellion againstthe status quo ofEnglish society,racism was subltly
introduced in the late 1950's. Haram(1993)contends thatthe first wave ofracial

violence against immigrants grew from the Teddy Boys hostility toward a small band of
Jamaican immigrants who were involved in racketeering and prostitution in West
London. Most Jamaicans assimilated quietly into London society,attracting little

attention. Tlie criminal minority,however,attracted the Teddy Boys who took it upon

themselves to target blacks. Large gangs ofyoung white males were involved in rioting
in the Nottin

Hill and Nottingham race riots ofthe spring and summer of 1958,in which

isolated blac c individuals and families were attacked(17).

The racist Teddy Boys were however on their way out by the early 1960s,being

replaced by tie"Mod's": a slicker, more refined version oftheir predecessors, whose
preoccupations were strictly music and pop culture. Hamm(1993)attributes the
decrease in racism at the time to the"influx ofAffo-Caribbean immigrants into London's

working-class...and a rapport between blacks and neighboring white groups..."(17). He
also credits tfie young people's appreciation ofblack musical artists such as Chuck Berry,
as well as the influences ofblack gospel,rhythm and blues and country music,which

combined to makethe emerging sound ofrock and roll that wasso heavily a part of
English youth culture. The Beatles were an example ofthe productthat combined these
influences for what was to become a musical revolution in the world.

The"mod's"had a different look altogether than the Teddy Boys. They easily

circulated among dominant Bristish society,dressing conservatively and being

compulsively neat(Hamm,1993,p.18). Described as perhaps too neat,they still had an
edge ofrebellion to them,defying the dominant culture in their musical preference,their
dance habits and even some illicit drug use(amphetamines). The mods idolized black

male music figures. American artists such as James Brown,the Isley Brothers,Sam
Cook and Jackie Wilson were at the center ofmod culture. White artists, such as the

Beatles,the Kinks and the Animals,soon imitated the Black artists, covering standard

soul classics and putting a new twist on the style the mods promoted(18-19).
Moore(1993)states that the skinhead"style" was bom from the mod's style,

called "hard mod"style. Hard mod style in 1964 included"heavy boots,jeans with

braces(suspenders),[and]short hair",as opposed to soft mod style, which included the
more sophisticated and usually older, more successful members. Both types ofmods
however embraced black music. The hard mods were by this time the more working

class youth,facing xmemployment and some alienation(28-29).
By this time,another youth culture, which included American youth who were

not participants in the Teddy boy or mod cultures, was quickly becoming a worldwide

phenomenon. A combination ofmod fashion, mind-altering dmgs and anti-war protests
resulted in a huge counter-culture in the mid to late 1960's. "Hippies",whose origin's
were in the college scene ofmiddle class America,quickly took over as the new youth
culture. This new style combined music,fashion(or the complete lack thereof)and the
new idealism of"love and peace". A modified version ofmod style was embraced

worldwide. One huge international movement was underway that espoused anti
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establishment values: drug use,free love and war protest. The movement was heralded
by music,fashion and a pervasive pop culture.
It is the music,according to some,that has the greatest influence in youth
movements(Hamm,1995). Just as the Teddy Boys and Mods centered their lifestyles
around blues and black pop artists,the hippie movement was steeped in a new kind of

rock and roll. A progression from the folk music ofthe early 1960's,the music promoted
ideals such as brotherhood, peace,and love. It also promoted a rebellion against the
"establishment"that included mind expanding drug use and promiscuous sex. But even

while the counter culture was in full swing,a counter to the counter culture was also
beginning.

Not all youth were involved in the hippie movement. Some remained very
conservative,rejecting the notion ofanti-war movements,free love and drug use. Others

rejected the notion ofbrotherhood,peace and love(Moore, 1993 p.29). The skinheads
were one such group. According to Moore,the disaffected youth ofthe working class in

England,who had never overcome their constant social struggles forjobs and other
resources, had no fondness for the largely American notion,started primarily on college

campuses,ofpeace,love and hippie fashion. They did not have the luxury ofrejecting a
middle class upbringing that they never had(30).
Described as"looking like sailors" when"they were on fatigue duty",or as

"ordinary English" working class laborers,and"an American teenager ofthe fifties..
.untouched by psychedelia and...swinging London,"the skinheads emerged in the late
1960's with a fashion oftheir own(Moore,1993 p.30). Observed at soccer games,and

not yet labeled skinheads,they were a new phenomenon,first seen on the East end of
London(30). They wore suspenders and rejected the scruffy hippie look for a more

military neatness. They wore only levis,rolled up above the ankle,with black boots and
Ben Sherman shirts(31). Cohen describes them as"a kind ofcaricature ofthe model
worker" while Dick Hebdige called them"a hard stereotype ofthe white lumpen male"
(quoted in Hamm,1993,p.25).

A particular ideology was not present in the beginning. What was present was the

striving for homology. The skinheads wanted to look alike,act alike and listen to the
same music,like other youth subcultural movements(Hamm,1993 p.24). An unhkely
combination ofJamaican criminals and English patriots formed the foundation for the

skinhead homology. They had an unusual respect for the"rude boys",unruly Jamaican

youth in England who lived in ghettos and listened to reggae music(24). The Jamaicans
lamented against the conditions they faced in lower class neighborhoods,a notion that
was attractive to the white working class youth who felt the hopelessness oftheir own

situation. These young people had an idealized version oftheir struggle, which was

expressed through pride in their neighborhoods(territory)and a disdain for middle class
values(Hamm,1993,p.25). Hamm notes that racism and homophobia were not yet part

oftheir homology,but violence,especially at soccer matches,was increasing
dramatically(25).

Moore(1993),however,believes that racism was always a part ofthese groups.
While he concedes that the early skinheads did enjoy some black rhythm and blues,he

believes that they were threatened by the militant black's assertion ofcivil rights. They
10

already felt oppressed themselves,and the black callfor equality threatened their own
precarious position in society(39). Hebdige(1979)notes that,"As reggae became
increasingly preoccupied with its own blackness,it began to appeal less and less to the
skinheads who were gradually edged out at atime when the cycle ofobsolescence had,as

far as the particular subculture was concerned,almostrun its course"(quoted in Moore,
1993,p.39). Daniel and McGuire(1972) interviewed a young skinhead who said"them
blacks,them young blacks that we grew up with,they'll pinch our birds andjobs like
that...the trouble is they think they are as good as we are"(quoted in Moore,1993,

p.38). While the chronology ofthe infusion ofracism and homophobia into skinhead
ideolog}^ and homology is debatable,the attitude ofsome modem skinheads is clearly
racist.

All ofthis development,it must be understood, was clearly a European

phenomenon. Moore(1993)believes that because ofthe different stracture ofEnglish
and U. S. societies at the time,the U.S. really had no use for skinheads:"only an isolated

creep or two might be a skinhead"(40): It was when the political shifts ofboth countries
tumed conservative under the leadership ofThatcher in England and Reagan in the U.S.,

that American skinheads began to appear(40). British economy was at an extremely low

point,which invited all manner ofspeculation for the cause. Thatcher gave validation to
thefear offoreigners in her inauguration speech,stating that she: "...imderstood the

feelings ofthose who fear thatthe British culture may be swamped by an alien one"

(Ferrel tind Sanders,1995,p. 198). Many feltthatReagan espoused this same rhetoric.
Policy v/as implemented under Reagan with the purpose ofeliminating"drags on the
11

economy"such as entitlements and social programs,that many felt were primarily for the
benefit ofminorities,while still building up the military(199). This new conservatism

was partly a backlash from the 1960's era ofcivil rights and anti-war sentimentthat some
felt had weakened both nations.
Skinhead Mmic

Just as the 1960's was heralded by protest music,such as Bob Dylan,Joan Baez
and various other social commentators,this new conservatism,albeit the extreme fringe

ofthe movement,had it's own brand ofmusic. Both Moore(1993)and Hamra(1993)

creditthe ptnk rock music scene for the importation ofskinheads to America(Moore,

p.40,Hamm p. 27-28). Punk music wasloud,disrespectful,anti-establishmentand
aggressively lower class"(Moore 41). The entire point ofpunk music,to outsiders it
seemed,was;to offend. Punk enjoyed a reputation ofbeing dangerous,called by music
critic Bob Guccione"the amylnitrate ofmusic"(Moore 41). It seemed the perfect music
for the disillusioned youth ofpost civil rights, post hippie, post love and peace

philosophythat had evidently leftthem empty. Some skinheadsin England and Germany
established by now their fear ofblacks,Pakistani's,homosexuals and literally anyone
who threatened their territory or ideology. This attitude wasimported along with the
music.

Punk

music found its roots in the Teddy Boys,Modsand Rockers ofthe 1950s

and 1960s as well as in modem rock and roll.

This music became the antiiem ofworking

class youth, filled with hate,rage,and for some,racism. It was no coincidence that as
the interest in military pride swelled in both England and the U.S.,so did this bizarre

12

iotic music. Hamm(1995)credits the beginnings ofwhite power music to
twist on path(
an English youth named Ian StuartDonaldson and his band called Skrewdriver. Hamm
directly crcidits the political climate ofEngland and the U.S.for the acceptance of
Skrewdrivei as the racist subculture's social icon :"They offer an unrivaled artistic

expression (ifthe values and style ofa prevailing international youth subculture"(198).
Stuart combirted punk with"Oi!"music,a violentform

ofcockney musicthat literally

means"hey you"(199).
Whi e punk music directed its violence and commentary to any and everything,

ic such as Stuart's directed its ragetowards minorities(Hamm,1993,p.
skinhead music;
29). Afascination with Nazi Germany began to develop in the late 1970s among some
punk artists. David Bowie,Lou Reed and IggyPop,to name afew,became interested in
Nazi symbol ism,using the swastika as a symbolofthe offensive attitude they had

adopted. T1 e ideology ofNazi Germany was not necessarily promoted through thjs, as
much as was what Hamm terms"fuckyouism",which is a general disrespectfor

everything(3:amm,1993,p.29). In other words,the swastika was used only for its value
to shock and offend.

Other symbols such as the iron cross and the SS insignia,soon

followed.

Mapping the exact path thatskinhead subculture took in the 1970's and 198P'S is a

complicated interplay ofvariousinfluences. Whatemergesfrom the research is an
interaction lietween music,politics,youth culture,alienation and protest.

The music

appears to ha,ve preceded actual neo-Nazi influences,which encouraged the already
racist skinhtleads to adopt it and glorify racism.

13

While more mainstream artistssuch as

LedZeppeliii,David Bowie and the Clash embracedformsofNorthernEuropean pride,

they can hardly be held responsible forthe violentreaction thatfound inspiration in their
music. Hamm(1993,1995)and Mooi«(1993)both seem to^h^

ofthese artists

somewhatresponsible(Hamm,1993 p.27-29,34.Hamm,1995 p.195-200. Moore,1993

p.41-44). Perhapsin an ancillary waythey are,since diey put new ideasin the heads of
youth,but historically,so has all manner ofmusic. Music is a personal or social
expression that has traditionally been one way people make sense ofthe world and their

place in it. ILacist skinhead music,beginning with Skrewdriver, perverted other artist's
questions ab)ut life by suggesting solutions.

Following Skrewdriver's debut on the music scene with songs such as"White

Power","Rudolph Hess(Prisoner ofPeace)"and"Race and Nation",the band's agenda
was clear;to inspire white youth to be racist and violent(Ferrell and Sanders 1995,

p.201). The otherwise meaningless fetishes ofNazism took on very clear meaning
suddenly,and a movement was bom. Other bands quicklyfollowed,galvanizing a
heretofore unorganized group ofdisaffected youth imder one banner. Paramilitarism,

perverted conservatism,white pride and white supremacyfound their voices,which were
loud and destructive. In a study reported by Ferrel and Sanders(1995) in their book

Cultural Criminology,listening to Skrewdriver was positively correlated with skinhead
beer intoxication and violence(Farrell& Sanders,1995,Table 1,p.205).

Aggr<jssive punk neo-Nazi music became the mantra by which the young
skinheads drew their power. There was no organizing personality to ascribe to; only the
embittered voices ofangry young musicians. Asthe music promoted long dead anti

hei^slike Hitler,new myths began to spring up^ongthelisteners.

;;

skinheads(tirca 1980-present)began to develop an ideology based on gross

misinformaiion promoted by the racists bands. The Nazis were viewed by Skrewdriver
to be heroic warriors,who would defend to the death the ideals ofpride,loyalty,rigidity,

decency and courage(Hamm,1993,p.120). These ideals played on the fears ofwhite

youth,who feltthattheirfuture was precarious at best. The Nazis represented a heroic
stand for racial purity,explained to be the hope for a dying world. This brings us to a
closer understanding ofthe ideology behind the skinhead movement.
Ideology

;

No other young subculture in the U.S.exemplifies radical conservatism as much
as the racist skinheads. They are vehemently anti-gay,anti-abortion,anti-immigration,
anti-welfare and anti-affirmative action(Hamm,1993,p.l73-178). Whether or not they
are a social force to be reckoned with,however,is another story. It is debated among

scholars ofskinhead ideology whether or not this subculture ofterrorism is organized in

any way. Tbere is no"leader"per se,or nationally organized groupto speak of.
Membership,though it grew through the 1980's,is relatively low(Hamm,1993,p.l9l).
What is agreed upon in the literature is thatthey are indeed a vicious group,criminal in
nature,espousing violence as a virtue and a way oflife.

Botl.Moore(1993)and Hamm(1993)also agree thatthere are forces in America
that would like to and have taken advantage ofthis new subculture. Tom Metzger,the

publisher ofIVAR and leader ofthe White Aiyan Resistance,a hate filled racist group
operating out ofFallbrook,California,hastried with little successto use the momentum

ofthe skinheads for the perpetuation ofhis own agenda(Hamm,1993,p. 51). Metzger

tailored part ofhis movementto specifically targetthe young skinheads by infusing their
music and fashion into his organization,dedicating a portion ofhis magazine,fVAR,to
the music of Skrewdriver and other violent skinhead punk bands. Metzger also tried to

presentthe skinheads as a youthful front to his organization when he appeared on Opra/t
and Gera/Jo in 1988(55). What Metzger really discovered however,wasthat most

skinheads did not necessarily respect him or his tactics to bring about a race war(151).
Most skinheads were interested in the rhetoric,music,fashion and the cultural

homogeneitj'ofthe movement(138).

There are many who assertthat the media attention given to the racist skinhead
movement,such as that given by Oprah and Geraldo gave the skinheads more
momentum and attention than they actually warranted(Hamm,1993,p. 137). Moore

(1993)asserts that while media coverage grew throughoutthe 1980s and into the 1990s,
the numbers ofskinheads did not(166). Some have even suggested thatthe media

attention given the skinhead movement has been used as a political tool to acquire

governmental funds for anti-racist organizations(Jacobs&Henry,1996). It should also
be noted,as have tried to do in this paper,that not all skinheads are racists,and nonracist skinheads have been the victims ofracist skinhead violence themselves(Ferber,
1998,p. 153]
In the ir article"The Social Construction ofa Hate Crime Epidemic",Jacobs and

Henry(1996] contend that special interest groups,by seizing on the words"hate"and

epidemic"are perpetuating a phenomenonthat has not grown as many have claimed
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(371). Research indicates that hate crime has remained relatively constant over the
years,and the emphasis on bigotry may have even encouraged some hate crimes(371).
The motives behind the distortions,claim Jacobs and Henry,is the allocation ofmoney.

They point outthat U.S.history is riddled with bias crime on a huge scale,such as the
treatment ofNative Americans and African Americans,a legacy that should never be

forgotten. They suggests thatthe distortion by the government and media today may be
indicative ofa growing intolerance for intolerance, which is a positive move for society,
however lacking in reality it is (391).

An interesting point ofview proposed by George John(1992)in his book Nazis.
Communists.Klansmen and Others on the Fringe,suggests thatthe U.S. has basically

nothing to fear regarding a huge skinhead movement:
The neo-Nazi movementtoday,such as it is,is highly fragmented,

infinitesimally small relative to the population and heavily watched by
everyone from the news media to"watchdog" groups to the U.S. Justice
Department and local police. It represents no threat to our political
system and probably never did. As is usually the case with extremist
movements ofthe left or right, we as a nation have far more to lose in
terms ofcivil liberties by ruthlessly suppressing the domestic neo-Nazis
than we risk by essentially leaving them alone(378).

It may be true that we as a nation have nothing to fear politically from these

groups,but the havoc wreaked bythem is undeniable. Murders,beatings,property
destruction,drug crime and all manner ofchaotic violence is well documented in the
literature. A study done by Eisenmen(1993)found that while white youth gangs are rare,
halfofthe incarcerated white youth belong to some type ofneo-Nazi skinhead group.

Watchdog groups like The Anti-defamation League and The Southern Poverty Law
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Center keep copious records ofall hate-crimes in America as well as around the world,
with skinhe;ad crime no exception.

Most ofthe literature about skinheads and youthful

hate crimes around the world comes from research done in the 1980s,which saw an

unprecedenited escalation in the subculture. Even newer literature, mostly injournals,

ly heavily on the research done in the 1980s. But what ofskinheads today in

seems to re

the 1990s?
Skinheads Today

In Germany,a youth social worker named Thomas Mucke,aformer skinhead,

says the subculture in his country is primarily for youth between the ages of14 and 21
(Douglas 1992). He dispels the notion that skinhead is synonymous with neo-Nazi,
stating thatthe"skin"oftoday has very little knowledge ofNazi Germany,though some

still spout ih;rhetoric(133). He states that they are uneducated and unemployed,similar
to many other youth gangsin the world. The primary targets ofthe racist skinheads in
Germany are any foreigners with dark skin,and homosexuals. Douglas says the typical

youth is"xenophobic in the extreme and he falsely believes that the foreign labor force
commandeei-sjobs for which he[the yoimg German]is eligible"(133). Mucke sees the
racist skins ofEast Germany as the far right reaction to the new social structure in

Germany(Douglas 1992,p.133). The German brand ofskinhead sounds remarkably
qimilar tothc kind ofskinhead that can befound in some areas ofthe U.S.

In th<;U. S.in 1997,racist skinheads were responsible for dozens ofmurders,two
ofthem in Denver Colorado. In unrelated incidents,a police officer and an African
National were murdered. Music is still the recruitment tool ofracist skinhead
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org9ni2ations,as wellas publications called"skinzines"that discussthe music,the bands
and racist rhetoric. The Internetis a well utilized tool for promoting skinhead and racist

views. It is easyfor anyone to reach white supremacist organizations on the Internet by

simply linking upto^eir websites. There are thusfarno restrictionsto who can access
these sites,and young people are specifically targeted by these organizations(Ferber,
1998,p;54^55)

William Finnegan(1998)gives a case study view oftoday's skinheads in a Los

Angeles suburb in the High Desert ofSouthern California. Finnegan's detailed and often
tragic narrative ofthe lifestyles ofthe teenagers in a downwardly mobile area,marked by
racial cross-sectioning and lack ofopportunity,givestremendous insightinto the state of
white adolejcent racist lifestyles today. Finnegan,ajournalist with The New Yorker,

writes with all the insight ofa sociologist,exploring the world of racist and non-racist

skinheads(called Sharps)inthis accountofthe alienation and hopelessness ofcertain
youth groups in America.

Finnegan follows a group ofskinhead youth,mostly in their mid teens,some

slightly older,through their daily lives: home life,parties,concerts,fights,etc. What is
mostremarkable about his story is the absolute pointlessness oftheir existence. They

have no ambitionsto speak of,rarely goto school,work menialjobs whenthey work at

all,and spend mostoftheirtime pumpingthemselves up on their own misguided
rhetoric. A tremendous amount ofenergy is spent defining themselves,and then dressing

and acting tlie part. Even the supposed hard core skinheads,when hard pressed,could

not give areasonable,coherent definition ofwho they were and whatthey really stood
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for. While they could all give a pretty accurate social history ofthe skinhead movement,

they seemecto be confused abouttheir own role in the movement(284).
Through the course ofFinnegan's research among these groups in the High
Desert,he ate,drank and communed with the teens'fnends,family and community
members,including parents,grandparents,school officials and local police authorities.

The picture that emerges is a bleak existence,pimctuated by drug use,boredom,
confusion and violence. The area itself,described as rural desert turned declining

suburb,gives a depressing backdrop to the dramathat unfolds in the weeks and months
that Finnegan spent trying to make sense ofthe chaotic lifestyle these adolescents
seemed intent to pursue.

The main character in the Antelope Valley section ofFinnegan's book.Cold New

World,entitled"The Unwanted"is Mindy Tumer,a seventeen year old former racist
skinhead who is now a non-racist skinhead in a group called the"Sharps''(Skinheads

Against Racial Violence)(Finnegan 1998,p.282). She formerly belonged to a racist
skinhead group called the Nazi Low Riders(NLR)until she decided shejust"didn't hate
black people"(p.277). She credits Spike Lee with herformer racists views,calling him a
racist,after seeing the movie Malcolm X(p.276). When Mindy left the NaziLow Riders,

she began receiving threats against her life which escalated to the pointthat her mother
installed an elaborate security system,and Mindy had to leave school(277).

Mindy's boyfriend,Jaxon Stine,who wasinjail forfiring into a car carrying four
African Americans including a baby,is a member ofthe NLR,which apparently made no

impression on the groups other membersintent on punishing Mindy for being a"race

traitor"(211-27%). Mindy,though claiming no allegiance necessarily to either group,had

the protecticin ofneither,leaving her vulnerable in many ways.
Mindy Turner and her current band offriends,who claimed to be Sharps,could

give a fairly good definition about whatit meantto be a Sharp skinhead. They said that
it was about being"working class", music,fnendship and fashion,claiming afamily type

atmosphere. Ofcourse the heterogenous nature ofthe group belied their claims ofbeing
working class. Many ofthe teens werefrom middle class families with two working

parents,owningtwo cars and their own homes. WhatFinnegan discovered after looking
pastthe persona and bravado ofthe kids was:"They were a haven,a structure,a style,a
sensibility,set againstthe bleakness,uncertainty,and suffocating racial tension of
teenage life in the valley"(284).

Others came from one-parent homes,with drug addiction,alcoholism and welfare

dependency figuring heavily in their lives. Many had been abandoned to the streets in

early adolescence,and found their haven in the skinhead lifestyle. All ofthe teens had
tried on a variety ofpetsonas,including gothic,skater,punk rocker,grunge and any
number ofadolescent subculture identities before settling on this one. Many ofthe

yoimg people were also mixed race,with Mexican,Iranian and Afirican American being
represented in this particular group(284-286). The Sharps referred to the NLR as
"boneheads",and spentthe majority oftheirtime comparing the anti-racist superiority of

their group to the racist group,and their right to violently defend their ideology.
Finnegan also gotto know the NLR group quite well. They explained to Finnegan
thatthey did not worship Hitler,just admired him and thought he was right concerning
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the Jews Iiji their version ofrevised hi^ory,some Ofthem beUeyed thatHitler

woridngforthe Vatican^\stoch they said supplied Germany ydththe weapons and

j

anuhunitiohto overcoine the Jews(288). Finnegan refers to them as"garrulous,even

fascinating,expounders ofmisinformation and sulfurous opinion"(288). Chris Runge,
19,said that Nazism,for him,is a political statementand ideology worth fighting for. He
asserts that Nazism is about a classless society where everybody is well fed and housed,

that everybcdy works together for a common good,where Democracy is nonexistent.
Mosttelling ofthe racist skinhead ideology though,is when Chris stated;
I'm here for the future. I'm for a lot ofrestrictions. You can't let too

much freedom in... White supremacyjust comesfrom growing up and

seeing what's happening in society... We're going down— 1 mean what's
up with all this United Negro College Fund? Why is there no United
White College Fund? We'rejust all sitting out here on the comer while
they're getting all the scholarships...1 haven't seen any ofthem yet show
me they really deserve to be in this society. They deserve to be taken outany way possible.(289)
Whi e recently injail for the same crime committed by Jaxon Stine,

boyfriend,C'hris claimsto have had a religious experience,that has given him new

insight into he state ofrace relations. He contendsthat since whites are superior,they
need to win people over through the proper means,notrandom offensiveness. He wants

respectforfis opinions. Like most ofthe other NLR and many ofthe Sharps,Chrisled a
life ofaliemition and despondency. His mother,a methamphetamine addict,abandoned
him to the streets when he was 13. He had previously been a Deadhead,following the
Gratefiil Dead around the country,and currently was working at a fastfood restaurant.

He was residing presently with the Malones,afamily headed by a single working mother.
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with three skinhead sons and one neglected 10 year old daughter(289).

The Malones were a study in hopelessness. The mother,working an hour away in

Los Angeles,left early and returned late everyday. The sons ran the household,which
was unkept and wasthe main"hangout"for thisfaction ofthe NLR,due to the absence

ofparental supervision. The absentfather,apparently a Hell's Angel,wasan alcoholic
drug addict>yho mercilessly beattheir mother and them until the family broke up and
moved to the Antelope Valley in 1992.(290). They had originally lived in Montclair,
CA,where Tim Malone,age 17,had belonged to the Crips(a Los Angeles based black

gang)at the age often for what he claimed to be"protection". Tim said that his older
brothers,in order to teach him a lesson about belonging to a black gang,beat him up

viciously until he quit. Tim says his brothers were rightto do this,because he needed to
"stick with his race". Each ofthe boys had done time first in Juvenile Hall,and then in

jail for a variety ofoffenses,including violence against others.
An interesting fact came up in this part ofthe story. The NLR,Nazi Low Riders,

were actually a prison gang,and did nottake kindly to whatthey considered"wannabe"
adolescent skinheads using their name on the outside. Prison time wasthe only way to
become a NlJl,which is a sect ofthe Aryan Brotherhood,the largest white prison gang
in the nation. TInon leamins this information,the bovs disclaimed membership in this

gang though literally everyone in town,the police,parents,and peers still called them
this. A filerd oftheirs, Willie Fisher,had been beaten in prison when he claimed

membership in the"Lancaster NLR". Willie,still in prison,hastold the boysthatthey
incur from

are responsible
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the use ofthe name(290).

Mostofthe member'stime was spent defining and defending their various

positions on issues ofrace,government,relationships,music and fashion. A
considerable amount oftime was spent comparing themselves with the Sharps. The NLR

really feel as ifthe Sharps are a traitor organization,and alot ofenergy is spent plotting
againstthem. This sect ofskinheads had a particular dislike for a Sharp named Darius,
who was halfblack. They were incredulous that a mixed race person would dare
consider himselfto be a skinhead. Darius was also a current friend ofMindy Turner,and

had a white girlfriend, which made him all the more undesirable.
After his mother died when he was thirteen, various white relatives who lived in

the AntelopjValley took care ofDarius. He was a punk rocker and a skater before he
became a skirihead. He was also a musician and played in a skinhead"ska" band called

the Leismes. Being a black skinhead was extremely unpopular,and Darius had been

fighting racists for years. He credits the back-up ofthe Sharps for his survival. Because
members seemed to vacillate between the racist and non-racist skinhead groups,the NLR
■ watched Darius.(284)

Finnegan's story could have been merely another narrative about youth problems
in a run dovm suburb ofa huge metropolis had it notbeenfor the fateful ni^tthat the

Sharps and lie NLR metat party. In much the same way thatthe skinheads inventand
revise history,what actually happened that nightis a matter ofeach participant's

interpretation. Tim and JeffMalone"crashed"a Sharp party,a fight ensued,and Darius
stabbed Jefi'through the heart,killing him. Dariusfled to Orange County,fearing arrest

for murder, hough he claimed selfdefense. After a minimal investigation,the police
ruled the death self-defense and no charges were filed. The Malone family expected

nothing more. After all,Jeffwas a Nazi"skinhead from a poor family": Who cares?
(334).

While Finnegan's story may not be typical ofall skinheads in the U.S.,it maybe
typical ofcommunities that are experiencing a downward trend in growth and
opportunity. There are communities across the nation that feel the crunch of

deindustrialization and a downsizing ofthe military and manufacturing. Lancaster and
Palmdale are such communities that were formerly dependent on strong military

spending and the aerospace industry. Being the suburbs ofa large city such as Los

Angeles,they were also a natural attraction to urban people who sought a better life than
Dy the big city. These two phenomena have combined for a volatile mix of
classes as well as races. The urban people, many ofthem African American,saw

opportunity:n these communitiesfor a better life, while the traditional residents saw
opportunity slipping away(Finnegan 1998.P.273).
Theories

Finnegan's accountofthe skinheads he found may very well be representative of
many skinheads across the nation. While many have considered skinheadsto be an
ominous social force to be reckoned with,others like Finnegan,who lived among them,

seethem as products ofa society thatisincreasingly failing its youth. This is notto say

that society has nothing to fear from these children,it obviously does. Perhaps,though,
the U.S. way ofdealing vsdth criminal social problems needs to be scrutinized.

Finnegan,in what felt to me like an almost hopeless tone,states:"For what it's worth,I

blame the government. There has been a disastrouslag in policy response to
deindustrialization and to Changes in the American family-particularly,in the latter case

to the factthat more and more mothers have entered the paid work force."(347)
Government does indeed set the tone as well as limit or encourage the

opportunities for its citizens. While individual parents are directly responsible for the

way they raise or fail to raise their children,a broader responsibility lies with the medium
in which the child rearing occurs. The hopelessness ofsome generations offamilies due
to poverty,ignorance,abuse,alcoholism,drug addiction and any maimer ofdysfimction
cannot lie sclely on the doorstep ofindividual families. The 1980s saw the government

withdrawing its support ofeducation,public works,and business regulation. The most
diligent parents, who can be there 24 hours a day,guiding their children step by step,
would be ha-d pressed in this climate to insure the success oftheir children. With both
parents having to work to provide an adequate living, who takes care ofthe children?
Finnegan states that perhaps the greatest failure ofgovernment is to provide some type of
childcare to its workforce(347).
Childcare aside,the government bears responsibility in so many other ways. The
structure ofour society in
"American

general,that promotes consumerism as a way oflife,with the

earn"ofprosperity and property ownership,have consistently produced

alienation am'ongthe poor and disadvantaged.

While all racist skinhead youth are not

necessarily pyooT and disadvantaged,they view themselves as such,seeing themselves as
victims ofan

ever changing society thatis robbing them ofthe American Dream,and

pvitig it awiy to minority groups. Conflicttheorists suchas Austin Turk and George
Void,directly credit or blame all crime on the notion ofgroups competing for resources

m one way Or another(Brown,Esbenson,Gels,1991,p.399).
Social Criminological Theory

Conflict Theories
To explain why groups ofpeople engage in crime,Void and Turk promote a

group conflict perspective,wherein people are in constant conflict over resources,rights
and power(Brown,Esbenson,Gels,1991,p.399). Void believes that his theory ofgroup
conflict is best applied to four types ofcrime;
(1)crimes arising from political protest;
(2)crimes resulting from labor disputes;

(3)crimes arising from disputes between and within competing unions;
(4)crimes arising from racial and ethnic clashes.(401)
While Void asserts that crime is primarily a minority issue,believing it represents the
minority groups clash with the dominant group,the phenomenon ofskinheads can

partially be explained by this theory. Alienation is not necessarily the exclusive
condition ofminority ethnic groups. Any group who considers themselves to be

underrespresented in any culture or place in history can feel the sting ofalienation.
While the white racist youth as a group may have a warped sense ofthemselves in our

society,thefeartheyfeel in a changing society which no longer guarantees entitlement
merely for being a white male could indeed produce conflict
Turk elaborates on the group conflicttheory with interesting observation

considering the labeling ofsome groups as criminal. He believes thatthe power
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structure ofa society creates the definition for who is criminal,largely based on their

desire to metintain dorninance(402), )^^ilej^erican soeiety c
go in providing equal access to power and wealth,the civil rights movementin the past
thirty years has created more opportunities for minorities and woman. White males have
traditionally held the position ofdominance,and perhaps an extreme fringe,such as
skinheads,feel like they are rallying the cause to go back to the status quo.

Ferber(1998)believes that it is a"broad-based backlash"(149)from the civil

rights legisk.tion ofthe 1960s that has manifested itselfin skinhead and white
supremacist activity against affirmative action and other pro-minority programs. One
white supremacist group asserts:
The white people ofAmerica have become an oppressed majority. Our
people suffer from discrimination in the awarding ofemployment,
promotions,scholarships,and college entrances(58).

Inequality regarding ownership and power,according to Marx,produces a society
in which the

powerful groups devise laws that ensure their superior positions.

Maintaining lass divisions creates alienation which in turn produces crime and therefore

a criminal class(Brown,Esbenson and Gels, 1991,p. 397-398). This theory certainly is

applicable to the alienation and angst felt by these particular white youths who feel they
have no hope ofattaining middle class status,let alone ownership,and have found
themselves in the lower classes where being white no longer insures success.
Subcultural Theories

Subcultural theories,sometimes called bridging theories between conflict and

consensus seem to hold the most applicable explanation for a phenomenon like

skinheads,

The normal rebellion and angst ofadolescence,combined with the social

structure,such asindustrialization and capitalism,will present special stresses for
adolescents (Brown,Esbenson,Gels,1991,p.410).

According to Schwendinger and

Schwendinge:r(1985),delinquent behavior is a normal adolescent proeesSsand the extent
and severity ofit is dependenton the social conditions ofthat day. The factors affecting

the acting olUt qfyouth groups will be gender,age,socio-economic status, place of
residence, ah<d socio-cultural-historical place and time. The authors believe delinquent
behavior is primarily a group dynamic,and adolescents will congregate in the group they

feel that they most fit into (Brown,Esbenson,Gels,1991 p.410-411).
The

Schwendingers summarize their point;

...we propose that certain stratified networksofadolescent groups
mediate the relationships between macroscopic socio processes(including
socioeconomic conditions)and the model patterns ofdelinquency

occurring among peer groups. These delinquent patterns involve life
cycle changes and learned outlooks in adolescent groups on all class
levels. These... groups are frequently classified by
such adolescent names as"Greasers""Homeboys"...'Treppies"
"Socialites", .both types represent subculturesthat have emerged

histbricaUy

ofcapitalism,and their style oflife present

themselves as conspicuous consumption or other status accompaniments
to commodity circulation relations(411).

In other words,youth groups play outthe social and economic stratification ofthe greater
society.
Insiupport ofthe Schwendinger's theory,Ferber(1998)explains thatfar right

racism is miearely an expression ofmainstream societies institutionalized racism.

She

asserts that;

Ifracism were not cultivated by the mainstream,there could be no far
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nghf,. In Other words,it isimpossible to dismiss mainstream racism and
focus on eliminatingthe racism ofthefar right,becausethe far ri^tcan
neither be understood nor halted without addressing the mainstream: T^e

far ri^t and mainstream have areciprocal relationship: they feed upon
and back into each other(148).

The imti-defamation League in an analysis ofskinheads also states:
In those instances where the Skins have had a major impact,it is largely
because their views were shared by a broader segment ofthe population
(Ferber,1998 p. 149).

Woligang and Ferracuti propose a"subculture ofviolence"(Void,Bernard and

Snipes,1998)in which values,norms and and expectations for behavior are gleaned from
one's environment. This also incorporates some elements ofdifferential association,a

prominenttlieory proposed by Edwin Sutherland concerning the origins ofdelinquency
(191). Sutherland believed delinquency is set up bythe social structure,but perpetuated
and learned through associations with other criminal types(184). Some consider
differential association a learning theory, which puts itin the psychological field,and
some consider it a subcultural theory,which keeps it on a structural level. Either way,it

basically astdbes to the notion that criminal behavior is learned behavior(184).
Psvcholoeical Theorv

T eaming Theories

The most prominenttheoristconcerning social learning is Travis Hirschi. Hirschi

proposesthatalack ofsocial controls,such as attachment,involvement,commitment
and beliefare the factorsthat lead to delinquency(Vold,et al,1998,208). It isthe
breakdown ofsocial controls,contends Hirschi,that allows deviant behavior to become

the norm for some youth. Factors such as divorce,poor academic performance and
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neglect may encourage some to seek others like themselves where they can foster a sense

ofbelonging. A study on youth gangs done at California State University,San
Bernardino n 1995found that youth who participate in criminal group activity were
found to have an abnormal need for peer companionship and had an unusually high

degree offamily problems(Ballinger, 1995.P.25).

Along the lines ofdifferential association and social learning theories is Matza's

(1964)theoiy of"drift". Matza states that delinquency is a process ofneutralization
factors,that break down the values ofthe individuals,sometimes in groups,that help

themjustify their criminal behaviors. Matza then theorizes that individuals can drift in
and out ofdelinquent behaviors based on their commitmentto their neutralized values

(181). When consideringthe phenomenon ofskinheads,neutralization andjustification
certainly seem to fit the description. Matza asserts thatsome modem criminology,from
the social perspective,is erroneous in assuming that some type offree will is notbeing
exercised in delinquency(181).

Whatcannot be ignore4 theoretically wise,concerning skinheads,is the
observation by a counselor at a gang intervention site in Finnegan's book;"Virtually all

(the skinheads who come through the center)are abused;sexually,physically or
otherwise,as kids,and they hate the world(Finnegan,1998,p.350). Psychological
theories on criminal development have the most potential for explaining the contribution

ofdysfunctional or abusive upbringingingsfor criminal behavior,since they
encompasses a variety offactors.

Prejudice(1958)indicates that certain child-rearing methods could encourage extreme
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points ofview: Extreme authoritarianism can produce intolerance in some,setting the
stage for a hierarchal view ofsociety(284). Allport believes that even in homes where

prejudice is lot tau^t,it can be"caught by the child from an infected atmosphere"

White Racial Identity Theorv:

ijvise,racial idetritity theories have purported that racial biasis an innate part
ofdevelopment that ihdst^ through positive contact, will outgrow tuider the right
circumstance;s(Sabnani,Ponterotto,Borodovsky

1991,p. 71). Lack ofproper navigation

through racial identity for whites,however,has been found to be positively correlated
with racism [Carter,1990 and Davis& Ottavi, 1994).

''')- ;:-; -Erikson observed adolescence to be the period ofdevelopment in which one,
due to"role confusion",is likely to first develop racist attitudes,as well as other"in

group""out-group" attitudes; "Young people(are)...clannish and cruel in their
exclusion of all those

who are different in skin color or cultural background... and such

• • 4s have been selected

as the signs ofan in-grouper or out-grouper"(Erikson,

1962,as cited in Lewis& Volkmar,1990,p. 245). He also asserts that the adolescent

mind is part;icularly susceptible to totalitarian ideas,calling it an"ideological mind"that
is searching for approval and confirmation ofwhatis right and wrong,and good and evil,
The concept ofmoratorium in developmentisfirst suggested here by Erikson,who
defines it as "a period in

which to experiment with various altematives and forestall adult

commitment:s"(Gallatin, 1975,p.208).
Marcii
ia(1967)elaborated on the concept ofidentity moratorium
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with his

formation ot fouridentic sfotii?es of'adolescence. The first statm is

marked by confusion and a lack ofcommitmenttoforming an identity. The second

status,

is characterized by a prematine identity decision. The third

is the identity moratorium,the Concern ofthis paper,in which an adolescentis actively^

seeking an identity^ and the fourth is identity achieved,marked by a solid sense of

personal identity. Marcia contendsthat identity moratorium isthe least stable ofthese,
and adolescents in this category are experiencing crisis, with radical lifestyle alternatives

often explored(Kaplan,1986,p.604). Characteristics ofthis status are a quick temper,

perpetual stinggles with parents and other authorities,and constant dissatisfaction.
Kaplan describes this person as a"reformer",who seesthat eveiything is wrong,but
cannot identify realistic solutions(p.604).

Stages ofidentity formation are also suggested by Cross in the development ofa
racial or ethnic identity. Cross primarily studied black identity formation,and has

recently come out with a revised version ofthe original Cross Model ofNigrescence

(1970),called simply the Revised Cross Model(1995). He detailsfive stages that
African-Americans progress through in order to develop an identity in light oftheir

minority status in America. The first stage isPre-Encounter,where race is not an issue

due to possible lack ofcontact,or where acceptance ofthe dominant culture's attitude
toward Afiican-Americansis characteristic. The nextstage is the Encounter stage,which

is characterized bythe first set ofcircumstances and events that would encourage

'identity metamorphosis"(Cross,1995). This is the stage where feelings ofguilt, anger,
confusion and anxiety form due to alack ofidentification with ones own race or
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ethniGily's situation in society.

third stage,Immersion-Emersion is characterized by immersion into one's
owncultitte as well asa rejection ofthe dominant culture.

After an initial period of

exploring "blackness"and its implications,a leveling offprocess called Emersion,or the

emergence(ifanew,more balanced identityis evident. Itisduring theImmersion stage
that raciism atiibng blacks deyelcips,inresponse to oppression. They become fixated on
racial issues,and a Black reactionary attitude can develop, where even the contributions

ofWhite progressives and White radicals, who are fighting the racist status quo in
America,are denied.

,

Internalization,the fourth stage,represents a successful Black identity formation,

where the essence ofbeing Black becomes the back drop for all oflife's encounters.
Peace is male with the dominant culture,at least to the degree ofrecognizing one's own,

as well as the white person's,individuality. This person will continue,hopefully,to fight

ignorance,racism and inequality,but withoutthe wholesale rejection ofeverything that
is not"Black"(Cross 1995). The fifth stage,Intemalization-Commitment,is
characterized by sustained commitmentto the fourth stage.

In light ofthe aforementioned stages,interest in how Whites develop a racial or
ethnic identity have been raised. Do white people go through stages ofencounter,
inunersion rnd internalization like minorities? Would these stages occur within the

context ofadolescent identity formation,as suggested by Erikson(1966)and Marcia

(1967)? Could racism be a natural part ofidentity formation for whites as it isfor blacks
in the Encoimter stage ofCross's(1995)model? In light ofthe recent White House

conference on hate crimes indicating that adolescents committhemajority ofhate crimes
in America,questions like these need to be addressed.
Sabiani,Ponterotto and Borodovsky(1991)credit the first modelofWhite

identity formation to Hardiman(1982)in the form ofan unpublished doctoral
dissertation. Hardiman titled her dissertation"White identity development: A process

modelfor describing the racial consciousness ofWhite Americans"(Rowe,Bennett&

Atkinson, 1994. p.145). This model is characterized by five stages beginning with"Lack
ofSocial Awareness",which is a pre-socialization stage,in which an individua]is

unawiare ofihe rOles or social expectationsofdifferent races,including dieir own. Next,

"Acceptance;",is described as the stage that most white people accept the status quo in

society,and cprisequently the stereotypes ofother races and ethnicities. This stage is also
characterized by unconscious identification with"Whiteness". According to Hardiman,it
is the next s" age that marksthe"Transition"from acceptance to resistance, where

assumptions about"Whiteness"are reexamined. This stage can produce feelings ofguilt

and anger,and dissonantissues concerning one's own identity. Thefourth stage,
'Resistance"constitutes a rejection ofinternalized racist views,and sometimes leads to a

rejection offWhiteness",and extreme Comnassion for minorities and their plight. The
la^tst^e is jhe achievementofa healthy identity called''Redefinition and

Intemalizati|)n". Inthis stage"Whiteness"can be accepted and defined withoutthe
element ofrgcism,and ethnic pride begins to emerge. The intemalization occurs when
the new Wh:te identity isforged with all aispects ofthe self(Sabnani et al: 1991,p. 81).
comes

The most
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from Helms(1995).

She originally published her model,called WRIAS,White Racial

Identity Attimde Scale,in 1984,and has subsequently done numerous revisions. The
scale was or:ginally developed to

measure White counselors attitudes toward the

minorities th ey were counseling,and has been used since then in numerous studies,

Originally,Helms model was called a stage model,and now she terms it a status model,
The essence, however,has remained the same.

Helms(1995)contends that all socio-

racial groups are assumed to go through a racial identity process,that differs according to

each specific race or ethnicity,and their power position in a given society. She contends
that the curr

nt developmental issue for whites in American is the"abandonment of

entitlement'(p.184),and the processesthat comprise it.

Hehfris(1996)borrows Gordon's(1976)definition ofrace

when delineating

between rack and ethnicity. Gordon contends thatrace refers to differential gene
frequencies manifested as phenotypes,particularly skin color. In other words.Helms and
Gordon hold thatrace is biologically determined,and has no culture ofits own.

Ethnicity, on the other hand,refers to a social group with a cultural and social system
thatincorpo;rates characteristics such as religion,language or physical characteristics,
While acknowledging the difference in the terms,the measurement devices now in use,

for the sake ofconvenience,use the terms as ifthey are the samething.

Helms(1996)

proposes the developmentofmore sensitive scales,butfor now the White RacialIdentity
Attitude Sciale is the most often used.

A caveatto this however,is the recognition ofthe

insensitivity to race verses ethnicity when using the scales to measure the statuses.,
The original model published in

1984includes six stages,now called statuses
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(Helms,19P) The first status is"Contact",which is similar to Hardiman,in thatthe

person is un;aware ofhim\herselfas a racial being,and oblivious to cultural issues. The
next stage IS

Contact\disintegration",a stage where one is forced to acknowledge one's

WMteness, and can carry symptoms ofguilt and depression.

The next stage,

"Disintegra ion"represents an overidentification with Blacks and sometimes carries

paternalistic attitudes. "Reintegration," the next stage according to Helms,is a
withdrawal stage into one's own culture,and a rejection ofBlacks,characterized by

anger and f<;:ar. This is purported to happen during the disintegration stage,when some
black people may reject the advances ofhelpful Whites,causing the white person to
retreat into

'Whiteness". Next,"Pseudo-independence"is characterized by an

intellectual acceptance ofBlack and

White,with Whiteness being internalized in a

healthy wa>. "Autonomy"follows with a biracial and bicultural world view,that
represents an achieved"status ofovercoming racism(Sabnani,Ponterotto &

Borodovsk>,1991).
HeIm:s(1997)contends that her model is based on interracial contact,and that

White racial identity develops in response to this.

The statuses are hierarchal,and it is

explained thai.t each status contains dimensions that could be directly related to attitudes
ofracism a:nd self-actualization. She also states that she never intended her model to

apply to Whiites as a group,rather the scale measured individual development,and
indicated th;at most White people never progress to the"Autonomy"stage,
Rowie,Bennett& Atkinson(1994)maintain thatHelm's model is deficient,and

propose an alternative.

They propose three stages ofunacheived White racial
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consciousness and four stages ofachieved consciousness. They take issue with the
notion ofracial consciousness as a process ofdevelopment. They also contend that
White racial attitudes should not be viewed as a process parallel withethnic minority

identity development,due to the tmequal distribution ofpower. Rowe et al. state that
rather than measure how Whites develop a racial identity,the WRID models mainly
describe hov/ Whites reactto ethnic minority groups,and how sensitivity and
understanding are developed.

Row3et al.'s model is drawn from Phinney(1989)who proposed stages ofethnic

identity. Phinney drew her modelfrom Marcia's(1967)ego identity statuses. Phinney
(1989)discovered in an interview study that White adolescents expressed confusion
when asked about ethnic identity,and did notthink the term applied to them. Phinney

mentions the distinction concerning"racial"versus"ethnic"identity,and acknowledges

there may be a distinction,butforthe purposesofher research,she uses"ethnic"and
"race"inter- changeably.
The three types ofunacheived racial consciousness from

Rowe et al. are;

Avoidant:tlie significance ofracial issues are ignored.Dependent;Attitudes are based on
others opinion,and Dissonant:there are tentative attitudes,and dissonance is

experienced. The achieved racial consciousnesstypes are: Dominative:displaying a

strong ethnocentric perspective,characterized by superiority,Conflictive:opposed to
obvious discrimination,but also opposed to programs that eliminate discrimination.

Reactive: acknowledge Whites are privileged,and have benefitted from discrimination.

They are acutely aware ofracism,and ascribe itto every condition within a minority.
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Tliis stage is characterized by anger toward the dominant society,along with guilt and
shame. The last stage isthe Tntegrative type,characterized by a pragmatic view ofracial
issues based on moral obligation. This stage indicates an acceptance ofbeing white and
interacting with people ofcolor.

RoWe etah suggestthatempirical evidence for the superiority oftheir model can
be attained by using the Oklahoma Racial Attitudes Scale. They state thatthe
similarities

Aith their model and the WRID are not coincidental,for they acknowledge

that Helm's model correctly identifies some attitudes.

Rather,they believe that at any

given point in time and space,all attitudes can appear developmental,especially when
groups ofpeople

move from type to type,such as the White activist participation in

the Civil Rights Movementofthe 1960's. The important aspectoftheir process,they
contend,is the notion ofdissonance. Rather than developing these attitudes as a course
ofnatural hiunan development,they believe that dissonance with one's present status
moves one cn to another status.

Block and Carter(1996)defend Helm's WRID and WRIAT models by noting the
similarities ofthe these models with the proposed Rowe et al. model called the WRC

(White Racial Consciousness). They believe that the core constructs are the same,and
that a new iriodel is not necessary. They cite a great deal ofempirical evidence

defending the;validity ofHelm's measures,including studies on cultural values
orientations,selfactualization and psychosocial development. They also contend that
Rowe et al.'s use ofPhinney's(1989)model ofethnic identity development indicates
that they are indeed suggesting a developmental model. They also take issue with the
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dissonance iheory,stating that ethpirical evidence indicates the contrary is true,that
holding dissonant attitudes does not necessarily instigate change.

The practical application ofthe Helm's model was used by Carter(1990),who

did an exploratory investigation using the WRIAS and the New Racism Scale,developed
byC.fv. Jacobson in 1985. He

lookingfor a relationship between Write rs

identity and racism. The participants in his investigation were 100 White college
students,50 men and 50 women,from a large Midwestern university. Preliminary

analysis of he data showed no significant differences in the area ofsocioeconomic
status,age or class standing. However a significant difference wasfound in gender
attitudes. V/omen scored lower in the Disintegration stage and higher in Autonomy and

Pseudo-Independence,indicating a more positive White identity.
Carter comments on these results with suggestion on how best this data can be

used. In men,all the racial identity attitudes were indicative ofracism,which he believe
is indicative ofthe role ofWhite men historically in American society. He cites

Reintegration,the stage that is characterized by a withdrawal into White culture and a
rejection oi'minorities as the highest indicator ofracism. Women were found to hold
less racist beliefs overall, however Carter is cautious about this finding. He indicates that

while women were not overtly racist,attitudes of"no difference"among races, which is
characterisiic ofthe Contact stage,can itselfbe interpreted as racism. Carter
recommends that educators and counselors need to design programs that address racism
with the results ofhis and other studies in mind. The racial identity level at which the

White person is operating is indicative oftheir attitudes,and intervention can be

prescribed from this perspective.

Davis and Ottavi(1994)rephcated Carter's studyiyith sin^^

results. They

sampled 234 white undergraduate studentsimplementing the WRIAS to determine the
correlation between stages ofwhite identity developmentand racism. In addition to

finding attitudes ofraeiStn to be predicted by white racial identity,they found significant
differences in the attitudes between gender and age.

Men were found to have racist

attitudes when their racial identity was consistent with the Reintegration stages ofthe
WRIAS. T ley also

reintegration attitudes,indicating age to be afactor in racist views. The olderthe
participant nthis study,the less racistthe person was likely to be.(296).

While Carter's(1990)and Davis and Ottavi's(1994)studies focused on college

students, Pliinney(1997)recently found interesting information concerning adolescent
racial and ethnic attitudes. She studied 547 non-white adolescents in Los Angeles with a

scale that she developed specifically for these purposes. Her scale was developed from

an adolescentfocus group'sinput and applied in questionnaire form using a Likert Scale
model. Phimeyfound,as she anticipated,that adolescents identified their own ethnic

group with ^sitive attributes,and other ethnicities negatively. This resultis attributed to
Social Idemity Theory,the need to view one's own group positively in relationto otheris.
She also found that older adolescents had higher scores in the areas ofethnic identity,

indicating a sound sense ofpersonal identity. However,age had no effect on how these

adolescents viewed other groups. Phinhey suggestsihatthese findingsindicate that
pro^amstliiat promote a strong ethnic identity are doing little to promote tolerance of
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other groups. She feels thatsuch programs should not be discoiiraged however,based
on this reserrch(p. 966).

The developmentofracial identity appears to be a salient issue in developmental

research,with models having been developed to measure the statuses ofboth black and
white racial development. Whites,according to Helms,go through a series ofstages like

the model Cross(1995)created forthe explanation ofBlack development. The

development ofmeasuring devices such as the WRIAS,andthe WRC models have

providedthenieansofoperationally defining the variables to beffieasured. Helms
(1996)suggests thatfuture research be devoted to describing the difference between race

and ethnicit^^ and also proposes research that applies the WRIAS to studies about
behavior tra ts(e.g. racism)predicted by the scales. Phinney's work on adolescents has

provided peitinent research results,as well as helped develop provocative questions for
future research.

I believe the literature reviewed in this thesis supports the notion that to explain
and understand white adolescent racism,researchers musttake a interdisciplinary

approach. It is also evident that Bronfenbreimer's model ofecological theory is well
supported. A variety oftheories apply to the problem,from social-conflictin
criminology to identity developmentin psychology. I have attempted to synthesize data
from a diverse collection ofresearch in order to contribute to a solution for this

disturbing trend in racism. Based on the preceding literature review,and in particular the
research of(barter(1990),Davis and Ottavi(1994),and Phinney(1997),regarding the

racist attitudes ofpeople based on their age,gender and status in White identity
■■

■

■'
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developmeiit,I conducted a qualitative study similar to Finnegan(1998). By
interviewmg current skinheads,as well asformer skinheads,it is my intention to

expound on the literature to help create a model for adolescent white racism within the
context ofBronfenbrenner's ecological model ofhuman development.
METHOD

Participants
Ten

young men between the ages 18 and 26 were interviewed. All were either

currentiy iniVolved in racist skinhead activity or belief,or had been involved when they
were young ;r.

interviewed

Five ofthe participants were interviewed via the Internet,five were

personally. All were informed that this study wasto explore adolescent

racist beliefs and they were advised that their participation

was voluntary and

confidentia'
Materials

An ijnterview outline was constructed,purposely leaving the questions open ended
to encouragp discussion. Infive casesthe informed consent and the interview questions
were e-mailed to participants over the Internet,so a computer was used for this purpose.
In the face to face interviews,paper and pen were all that was used.
Design and Procedure

Inte rviewing took place over afour week period. The young men interviewed
overthe Internet by e-mail were enlisted to participate by an"all-call"to various
skinhead websites. Isent messages to"whom it may concern"at websites,and waited

for respondees. I initially askedfor young people over the age ofeighteen who would
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like to expness their viewsfor an academic paper.

When they responded,I e-mailed them

the informed consent and the interview questions(see Appendices A & C).

Forthree of

the respoii'daniits,I communicated a number oftimes,back and forth,and occasionally
commented and encouraged

more in-depth responses. Two ofthe respondents sent

statements about their beliefs that somewhat addressed the

questions,

For the personal interview,most ofthe respondents were more comfortable

writing thei] responses,and then discussing them. I presented the informed consentand
the intervie'W questionstogether,and all five took the questions and returned them on a

later date, anid a discussion ensued. All ofthe respondants received the debriefing
statement and

an invitation to view the finished product,ifthey so desired(see Appendix

B).
Results

While the sample size I chose to interview is indeed small,1 feel a fairly

representativie group were located based onthe method ofgathering information. The
Internet provided subjectsfrom diverse parts ofthe nation who displayed some consistent
similarities,

The subjects I interviewed all lived in the same area ofthe country at one

time,but w<ere scattered to other parts ofCalifornia when the interview took place.I

hypothesiaed thatfactors such as age,education,gender and stages ofdevelopment such
as those de:scribed in White
would be a1hie to be applied to the data gathered.

I believe thatthe data supportthe idea

ofadolesceh:t racism as a process ofdevelopment within the context ofthe ecological
model and that White Identity theories could prove to be very helpful in dealing with the
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problem ofadolescent racism.

:

All (^fthe SubjectsIinterviewed were young men. I had SOrne initial contact with

a young woijnan,who seemed to lose interest and failed to respond after an initial
contact. On erall,the men were very forthcoming with theirresponses,and some seemed

to enjoy the attention,preseiitingthemselves as gatrulous and verbose^ Sorne ofthe
former skinfcleads who had moved on with theirlives beyond the skinhead scene,seemed
embarrassed and regretful,

Forthose still actively racist,anger towards blacks in

particular £ulid society in general was very apparent,supporting other researchers
findings.

brings me to WhatI believe is the mostimportant aspect ofthis exploration:

This

not

are

skinheads deeply divided concerning racist ideology,but many young racists

have progpessed through education and maturity to non-racist beliefs. It has been my
contention

hat adolescent angst produces all manner ofdeviance. Racism,while

traditionally believed to be deeply rooted in family systems,seems to be a phase not
unlike some: other deviant adolescent behaviors.

It has been my beliefthat because ofthe

sociohistorical and sociocultural nature oftoday's society,some adolescents are indeed

acting out th(e fhistrations ofgreater society,as described by Ferber(1998),and

Schwendin^i;er and Schwendinger(1985).
"All ofthe young menIinterviewed became involved in the subculture as younger
adolescents

They had been swastika carrying,Skrewdriver listening,shaven-head mini

Nazis. They admitted to pumping themselves upon the rhetoric, music,alcohol,
violence and ideology ofracism.

While none ofthem ever belonged to a organized racist
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groupjorcliimed to have a leader,they were all very familim"with the greater white
supremacy movementsuch as Tom Metzger's White Aryan Resistance,and admitted that

much ofthejrhetoriccame from the racist websites on the Internet. Two ofthe subjects,
still active racists skinheads,said they did not affiliate with Metzger or any other

established white supremacy organization,having established enough "camaraderie'
with other s dnheads who enjoyed the same lifestyle; beer,clothes and music,

r similarities among the skin/former skinheads I interviewed related to
family history. None ofthe young men claims to have grown up in an openly racist
household,

Many ofthem said their first knowledge ofracial differences came from

ing about Martin Luther King and the Civil Rights Movement ofthe 1960s.
school,leanuni
However,eiight ofthe ten interviewed grew up in predominantly white neighborhoods
and schools and seemed to have limited contact with African American. One current

racist skinhe;ad grew up in a predominantly black neighborhood in San Francisco,and
claims to have been physically and verbally abused by black peers most ofhis life,

Another grew up in an integrated area ofAtlanta,GA,and expressed no racists beliefs,
'Six ofthe seven interviewed did relate however that they felt there was some

imderlying racism in their homes oforigin. One young man said that his father
"harbored

inor prejudice towards Mexicans"and that his sister"was mildly racist in

m

her firsttwo years ofhigh school".

Another said that hisfamily occasionally used racial

slurs and we;re against inter-racial marriage.

Still another said that his father, who wasa

schoolteache:r in a poor,racially mixed school,occasionally made racial comments about
his students and their families.

None ofthese respondents feltthat this was abnormal,
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considering it typical ofany white household.
When asked iftheir were any particular eventsthat caused them to be racists,

eightofthe ten conveyed that fear ofblack people had been very influential in their
choices. Some ofthe fear was propagated through media perceptions,but most(seven)

had had personal negative contact with people ofother races. As stated previously,one
individual had been reportedly beaten,burned,teased,and ridiculed his entire three years
in middle school. He credits this abuse with the fact that he was a minority at his school,

saying;"I wastall, white and shy". Another young man wasteased in seventh grade by
two black boys,and then suspended when he responded with a racial slur. He felt he had
been discriminated against because he was white,since the other boys were not punished

for teasing him. Still another young man who was very fair,said darker skinned people
called him "Powder"in the ninth grade,in reference to a movie about an albino

adolescent v^ho gets picked on in high school. All seven claim that racism for them was
a reaction to the treatmentthey received atthe hands ofBlacks and Mexicans.

All ten ofthe subjects were consistent in their answers concerning why they
became a sicnhead. They were very attracted to the lifestyle, which included the fashion,
music and comraderie. Many ofthem feltfearful when they entered high school and

encountered groups ofAfncan Americans and Mexican adolescents who maintained a

kindofhomology in their dress,music and affiliations. A former skinhead states:
.. everybody in high school wanted tOfbe a"homeboy",a big tough
gangster. Several ofmyfriends started hanging around skinheads.. their
beliefs started rubbing offon me. The way we saw things was that

everybody was trying to be black,and ifyou were black you were instantly
cool.
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They all admitted to seeking an identity that would protect them from who they

perceived tc be"gangster"types. Some identified with other groups before choosing the
skinhead group; Skaters,Gothics,"hessians,"and punk rockers were amongsome ofthe
subcultural groups tried.

Another consistent finding was that racism seemed to be secondary to fashion and
music. In olher words,the former skinheads readily admitted that racism "just came with

the territory"or"fit the bill". Some others however,firmly believed in the white

supremacy ideology and fashion was merely a statement to support that ideology,as with
this young man:

...It(white supremacy)was an idea Ifirmly believed. It felt good to be
part ofa unified ideology which made me feel powerful. It gave me a
clearly designated scapegoat upon which to pin blame for my own social
difficulties. This idea was heavily reinforced by the racist attitudes of

certain peers. 1considered those ofmy own"race" who oppressed racism
to be traitors who were weak. I felt like a soldier,and dressed the part.

None ofthe skin/former skinheads confided thatthey had personally participated

in any hate crimes,but did relate fighting with other skinheads and minor skirmishes
(such as a fight during a football game with Mexicans)with other ethnicities. They all
said that vio ence was a very attractive aspect ofthe subculture,however. Violence was

expressed ard promoted through music,video games,"skinzines"(skinhead magazines
and websites)and the parties with other skinheads.

Just as Finnegan found in the Antelope Valley conceming the heterogeneous
nature ofthe social classes ofthe skinheads he found,the same was true for this study.
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Many(seven)ofthe subjects were from solidly middle class families. Represented

among the parents ofthese youth were school teachers,engineers,school administrators,
self-employed business ovvmers,contractors,and retail clerks. There were varying

degrees ofparental education represented also;from high school drop-outs to Masters
degrees. Many ofthe subjects also related that there were other races represented in their
own families. Several had African American ofHispanic relatives, as well asfamily
friends who were either black or Hispanic.

When asked about the superiority ofthe white race,the former skinheads and
one current skinhead agreed that this was definitely part ofthe rhetoric. All had truly
believed the discourse they had heard over the Internet and among their comrades.
Similar to the revision ofhistory that Fiimegan described in Cold New World(1998),all

ofthese young men repeated tirades they had read or heard from other white

supremacists or other skinheads. One especially virulent young man stated;
...1 have met cool blacks,but not even close to as many niggers I have
met. When I see white women with blacks it makes me very ill and

disheartened. Society promotes White selfhatred,trying to turn black
racism into backlash from oppression by renaming riots as rage and crime

as oppression. Its excuse after excuse...the best revenge and total display
ofsuperiority is success...at home as a mother or father,or in school.
The most common rhetoric was thatimmigrants were stealing thejobs,interracial

marriage was polluting the purity ofthe white race,and the white man had become the
victim ofaffirmative action. Many also expressed confrosion and anger atthen-

perception that they and all white people were being held responsible for slavery,citing
that neither they nor their families owned any slaves. Conservativism was definitely the
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philosophy among the racist and nonracist subjects. Even those who turned their backs
on the skinhead lifes^le were stillbasically conservative in their political and moral
views.

An important note to

make concerning this study is the reason that many ofthe

young men turned from the subculture.

For two ofthe subjects,they merely grew older

andassimi ated quietly into greater society.
that caused them to change.

Forthe majority,however,it was education

Six ofthe seven former skinheads graduated from high

school and four went on to college.

They credit their opportunity to interact with other

races on a less fearful playing field and the education they received in subjects such as

sociology,biology,psychology and the humanities with the change.Four ofthe ten"grew
out"ofthe subculture by the time they were seventeeijor eighteen. Two were in college

before they felt they really changed their racist views. Three ofthe ten interviewed were
still active skinheads,however only two still claimed to be actively racist
These interviews provided me with some basic insight into aspects ofthe

skinhead subculturetodty. The most surprising finding wasthe division that exists
between tht;racist and non or even anti-racist skinheads. When I began"surfing the net"
two years ago to find websites that would eventually provide subjectsfor my research,I

found mainly racist skinhead websites. Nearly two years later, when Ibegan actually
recraiting subjects,the racist skinheads were more difiicultto find. Most ofthe websites
listed under skinheads today are non-racist,and basically promote the music and fashion

ofthe subculture. The non-racist skinheads were constantly referring me to the greater
white supremacy group websites,"Ifyou want to talk to boneheads".

DISCUSSION

bin the context ofthe ecological model provided by Bronfenbrenner(1994),
evidence has

been presented that white adolescent racism, manifesting itselfin the form

ofsubcultures like skinheads,is a product ofmicro and macro systems inter-related
within h
luman development.

describe; themselves from

Phinney(1989)found that White adolescents could not

an ethnic perspective. Helms(1997)developed scales for

measuring r,acial identity,and Carter(1990)and Davis and Ottavi(1994)found that
levels ofWhite racial identity

were predictive ofracism in college students. Marcia

(1967)and E rikson(1962)both contend that the confused adolescent will"try on"
various identities,seeking a group identity when one's selfidentity is in question.

Finnegan's(1998)first-hand account ofthe skinheads in the High Desert ofCalifomia,
plus my own research indicate that adolescents are particularly vulnerable to racist
rhetoric due o a variety offactors,including identity status,racial identity status,socio
economic status,education,upbringing and peer association.
From Erickson's theory ofadolescent development and

Marcia's identity statuses,

to the literalitiire
t on ethnic and racial identity theories,to sociological criminal theories,

an interdependent and integrative model ofWhite ethnic\racial identity development
within the cument social structure begins to emerge.

Ethnic identity,including White

identity are not mere factors ofdevelopment,butthey are part ofthe"cultural medium"
in which humans develop.

The American socio-cultural system today,characterized by

tense racial relationships and the perception ofscarce resources,together with the natural

confusion anid dissonance ofadolescence,could very well explain the trendsin White

adolescent racism and its contribution to hate crimes.
Wh :n one considersthe task ofadolescentsin today's socie^to^ow

up,

confront an4develop an identity,and become a productive member ofsociety under die
changing social climate and unstable stratification ofclass,theirs is an intimidatingjob
at best Throw in racial tension,fear ofthe future,ignorance and neglect,and a nearly

hopeless group ofyouth starts to emerge. The questions at this point need tofocus on
some soluticns- WTiile nobody is suggesting that youthful racial hate crime needs to be

ignored,some such as George(1992)and Jacobs and Henry(1996)do suggestsome error

in the emphasis placed on it in oursociety. WhileIagree that skinheads are not
necessarily a social force to be reckoned with,the alienation ofyouth in America is a

very senous problem whether it be black gangs in Los Angeles or white gangs in the

High Desert. I also agree with Fiimegan(1998)and contemporary conflict theorists such
as Void and Turk,that the social structure is the medium in which this alienation has
been allowed to flourish. The unfortunate reality to the problem,however,is that our

social structure is not soon going to change.
Psvchological Intervention

Clark(1995),acknowledging that adolescence is a volatile time,cites
Bronfenbrenner's ecological model when suggesting some micro remedies to the

problem ofdeviance in adolescence. She contends that adolescents who are
experiencing alienation in various areas oftheir lives,seek comfortfrom those oflike
background or ideology who will in some way support them. This unfortunately
sometimes leads to a young persons involvement in deviant subcultures such as gangs
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and cults, Cl!ark treats all manner ofdeviancy,such as Satanism,Neo-Nazi involvement

and gang mierabership the same way. She contends thatthe rootfor alljuvenile deviancy,

especially ai^liating with groups,is caused by adolescent alienation. Her ideas are
similar to tho;se proposed by Travis Hirschi and social control theory,

: V \,;-:aarlk contends that intervention is the prescribed method ofhelp,which includes
prevention flr:St. She states thatthe three important areas ofprevention are family,
school and pcers. When the family is involved in the life ofthe child,knows their
friends,and has contact with the schools,the likelihood ofproper navigation through
adolescence is increased.

When prevention fails,clinical treatment is prescribed. Clark

asserts that gang involvement is a function ofalow sense ofbelonging,low selfworth,

lack ofprope:r companionship,and poor family involvement. She believes that all of
these sympto:ms are treatable and she has had successful results(294).
It does make sense,ifHirschi,Matza and Clark are correct in their assumptions

about delinquiency,that skinhead kids can be reached. Becoming"un-delinquent"is a

clear possibiliity ifMatza's(1964)theory ofdrift is accurate(181). By providing a sense
ofattachmenit as prescribed by Hirschi,and addressing the

methods ofneutralization that

allow deviant behavior,adolescents involved in any type ofgang activity,including

skinheads,c;an theoretically overcome the need for delinquent associations. Instilling a
sense

f worth and selfesteem seems to be the key to reaching many alienated youth.

Sociological Prescription

Sociological theories typically address phenomena such as subculture groups

from a structural perspective. The ecological model proposed by Bronfenbrenner
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addresses th structure

Hanun(1995,in.Ferrel & Sanders)points outthat skinheads are notlike other g^gs,
because they have a specific ideology that governs them,and therefore would not

respond with the traditional psychological interventions. Ferber(1998)maintains that
extremist tyjje racism among skinhead youth is an extension ofinstitutional racism
within mainstream society. The backlash described by Ferber,in which whites are

perceived to have become oppressed due to privileges perceived to be given minorities,
is a problem American society will need to address. Ferber suggests thatthe dialogue
concerning racism is misdirected. Our society's efforts to create a color-blind society
cannot work because it assumes that racism was addressed and remedied by the civil

rights movement ofthe 1960s (152). Ferber calls for"deconstructing racial and gender
differences',and dispelling the idea that races are fundamentally different.

She states:

It is inherently dangerous to construct racial categories believed to signify
heritable differences in character and ability. Their construction

necessarily involves border maintenance...The construction ofrace is
central to racism(155).
Wha

this report has attempted to point out,however,is that the disillusioned

youth who support such causes as neo-Nazi racism,are not as differentfrom other
alienated youth in America assome would like to believe. AU ofthe theories ofjuvenile

delinquency indicated in this reportencompass the problems ofwhite racist youth as well
as any otnerform ofjuvenile criminal behavior. While the traditional racists in America
such as Tom Metzger's White Aryan Resistance have tried with limited success to recruit
the violent racist adolescents into their group,it is clearthat most skinheads are merely
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acting out ai^inst what other subculture groups react against: social Gontrol,tra(iitionaI
values,family dysfunction and an unsteady social climate.

GonJilict theorists rightly assume that the social structure is responsible for
alienation. The American emphasis on making money,at the expense ofmorality,

humanity ardtrue family values has been theorized to alienate those who do not have the
means,such as education and opportunity,to compete(Brown,Esbenson Gels, 1991,

p.397). Other groups in America,such as African Americans,Mexican Americans and
even some white groups like the Irish have had to fight for equal access for many years.
The fear that some factions ofwhite America are feeling due to the offer ofequality to

other groups is evident in the extreme far right response by some youthful white males.

Though the skinheads appear from this research not to be a tremendous threat politically,
there is much to be feared spiritually concerning the emotional health ofour nation.
Communities such as the Antelope Valley are not an anomaly. Many communities in

America ha\e experienced similar social circumstances that puttheir youth at risk.
Some communities such as East Los Angeles and South Cental Los Angeles have always

suffered with the problem ofyouthful alienation, with tragic consequences.

For tie minority communities mentioned above,incarceration and punitive
measures have been the traditional mode ofcontrol,with little success. Black and

Mexican communitiesfor years have felt the pain oflosing their children to crime and

punishment due to the lack ofopportunity provided to their communities. As society
again shifts its gears to accommodate the rich and powerful,more and more youth in
America,including working class whites,will potentially act out againstthe alienation

they are experiencing.
Education

Addiessing developmentfrom Bronfenbrenner's macrosystem ofsocioculture
influences,end the microsystem ofeducation,the way racism is taught in schools is

considered by a female,black professor at MountHolyoke College. Tatum(1994)

suggests thai:current methods ofdiscussing racism in colleges often produces conflict
within and among the white students. Just as the skinheads and former adolescent racists

related in m}^research,many whites,especially males,feel thatthey are being held

responsible for^^t^^ past treatment ofblacks. Since thi?y are in the process ofdeveloping
their own racnal identity as well as other identity statuses,the guiltthey experience at

leaniing oftiie oppression ofblacks by whites causes them to retreatinto the stage of
white identity known as"reintegration"in Helms scale(467).

Tatum suggests that enabling white students,without reproach,to explore their
own white identity withoutthe threat ofappearing racist could be helpful in overcoming

the retreat into whiteness. This stageofwhite identity,called Immersion^mersionis th?
stage that Tatum describes the student as"actively seek(ing)white role models who
might provide examples for nonoppressive ways ofbeing white"(469). This process

encourages v/hites to explore their own racism,whether overt or unacknowledged,deal
with it,and move beyond to the Autonomy stage ofWhite Identity development where

one feels good aboutbeing white withoutracisttendencies and explores other cultures
and their relationship to them(470).

Taturi's article,titled The Searchfor White Allies and the Restoration of

Hope(1994)\ suggestsl3mt partofthe education process concerning white adolescents
and college students would beto provide good white role models who ha^vefou^t
against oppression ofother races. She:

currently avmlable to identify with,the active racist,the passive racist and the"guilty
white"(471)are inadequate and produce alienation. A fourth model,the"white ally"

(471),offers some hopeto white students who are offended by the models previously
offered. Tatum believes that history is rich with whites who have foughtfor the rights of

other races and yet they are virtually unknown to students and rarely discussed by
teachers and professors(471).

In creating"pro-active white identity"(472),Tatiim indicates that young whites

can begin the process ofdeconstructingracism. She statesthatthe former models have
only contributed to the student being"immobilized by despair"(473),both black and
white. Tatun also recognizes the need for black students to know thattheir are white
allies, who will fight with them against racism. She states that:
For some students ofcolor,the idea that there are white people who have

moved beyond guilt to a position ofclaiming responsibility for the
dismantling ofinstitutional racism is a novel one(473).
It should also not be taken lightly that fully seven out ofthe ten skinheads I

interviewed changed their ideological viewpointthrough maturity and education. While
it is understood thatthe sample interviewed may have been more willing to be
interviewed lecause'

notion that education is often the key to social change. Most alienated youth,regardless

ofhow they act out,ifgiven the opportunity to finish school and participate equally in
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society will conform to more conventional social standards. This is true for the young

African Anjericaiijthe Mexican American,and evidently forthe adolescent white
supreinacis|t. Education is always part ofa balanced prescription for all manner ofsocial
dysfunction,and this subject ifno exception. It does appear from the literature reviewed
and researcn done here that adolescence is a vital time to address social and racial issues,

and I think that Tatum's(1998)suggestions,in light ofWhite Racial Identity Theories,
should be heeded concerning the method with which it is taught.
CONCLUSION
In tlii:
is paper I have attempted to integrate the available literature and research

concerning the disturbing occurrence ofwhite adolescent hate crimes and the recent
skinhead

phenomena. It is apparent through this research that there are multiple factors

involved,an^d only by examining each facet will society have adequately addressed the

problem,

As stated previously,it will take the combined effort ofpsychologists,

sociologists the criminaljustice system,social policy makers,communities,schools,
peers,parent,s and individuals to fully address adolescent racism,as well as sexism,

homophobia. and other bias related activity. A few suggestions have been offered here,
Utilizing Bronfenbrermer's model ofecologicaltheory,future research and exploration

should begin to

cnme

variety ofperspectives and domains also. I believe it is inadequate to try to reduce the
problem to small,manageable faction ofany one school ofstudy,considering the
influence of all systems and theories, micro and

macro,on the developing humarr

Ezekial,who wrote The Racist Mind in 1995 said:
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With hesitation,I will suggest that I hear one voice repeatedly,a voice
that puts me in mind ofthe veiy early teenager-a rebellious youngster,
veiy frightened about himself, utterly self-absorbed. With one or two
ideas in his head. This does not mean that we are dealing with a harmless,
misunderstood kid. Lots of members are harmless: the movement is not

and does not mean to be(xxix).

This is about as fair a warning as can be given about racist skinhead youth: they are
young,rebellious and dangerous,and there are predators waiting to instill their poisonous
ideology into these receptive containers. It is thejob ofall society,through all available
means to prevent this occurrence.
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Appendix A
Informed Consent

I am a graduate student at California State University San Bernardino,and I am
conducting research for my Masters Degree thesis. The purpose ofthe research is to

explore the social and psychological perspectives on white adolescent racism,including
the factors that contribute to the attitudes and beliefs ofthe participants. By agreeing to
be interviewed you consent to the use ofyour responses in developing the idea that white

adolescent racism is a developmental process contributed to by the social structure, as

well as socializing agents such as family,school and community. Your participation is
entirely voluntary,and you may withdraw at any time without penalty. All responses will
be kept confidential. This research has been approved by the Department Board at the
California State University,San Bernardino. Any questions or concerns can be addressed

to the University Research and Sponsored Programs department:(909)880-5027,or to
the Sociology Department at Cal State San Bernardino:(909)880-5524.

I certify that I am over 18 years ofage and I consent to the use of my responses for
the purposes ofan academic research project.
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(please check)

Appendix B

Debriefing Statement

The purpose ofthe interview you havejust participated in was to gather
information for an academic paper. Your responses may or may not be used to

develop the idea that white racism is developmental in nature and is contributed
to by the social structure as well as socializing agents such as family,school and
community. If you would like a copy ofthe paper when it is completed,or ifyou
have any questions regarding your participation you may contact the California
State University,San Bernardino Research and Sponsored Program(909)880
5027 or you may contact the Sociology Department at Gal State San Bernardino;
(909)880-5524.
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Appendix C

Questions for Open Ended Interview

1. Racial Awareness;

A. At what age did you first become aware ofyour own race and the races
ofothers(differences)?
B. How did this discovery come about? What events or situations made

you aware?
2. Was criticism ofother races or ethnicities expressed in your home oforigin
(where and who you grew up with),and how was it expressed?
3. Do you believe the white race is superior,and ifso, why?
4. Do you believe that violence is one way to accomplish or establish the
superiority ofthe white race? Please explain.
5. Is or was white supremacy the reason you became involved in the skinhead
movement or were you merely attracted to the clothes, music and lifestyle?
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Figure 1
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